The **PM-301** Fiberglass Marker is an Identification Sign used to mark underground utility lines. Like our **PM-303** Dome Marker, this Utility Marker is used to mark the following utilities: Fiber Optic Cable, Gas Pipelines, Petroleum Pipelines, Electric Lines, Water Lines, Sewer Lines and all other buried utility lines. The **PM-301** can also be used as a Highway Delineator, Boundary Marker or Trail Marker.

The **PM-301** Flat Marker is made from high impact fiberglass reinforced resins. The Marker has a three rib profile design, will flex on impact and return to its original upright position without cracking or splintering. The Fiber resins are embedded and are not on the surface eliminating fiber and dust from irritating skin and eyes. Unlike traditional fiberglass Markers, the **PM-301** is environmentally safe, easy to handle and is 100% recyclable.

Our Fiberglass Marker is 3.85” wide. Standard lengths are 66” and 72” and are available in all standard colors. Custom reflective and non-reflective decals can be installed on both sides of the Marker to meet customer specifications and U.S. Department of Transportation regulations. Installation tools (**PM-DVR**) are available and recommended for easy installation.
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For more information, please contact us:

*Call us at (877) 325-1525*

*E-mail us at promark@promarksupply.com*

*Visit our website: [www.promarksupply.com]*